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Question
The City of Saskatoon has proposed the implementation of bus
rapid transit (BRT) in Saskatoon and business owners requested
research on how BRT or BRT-like transformations have impacted
businesses in comparable cities, as documented in the literature.
Therefore, the research question was as follows: How does BRT or
BRT-like transformations impact local businesses and economic
indicators?

Review of measures/methods
This flash review is not a comprehensive literature review but does capture the main
themes that literature outlines. It is necessary to be made aware that research on
travel mode and consumer behaviours, as well as the effects of BRT infrastructure
implementation on local businesses, is nascent and, thus, remains limited in its scope
and utility.
Table 1. Impact of BRT on local businesses and economic indicators
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Table 1 (continued).
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Table 1 (continued).

Conclusion
Although research on the impacts of BRT on local businesses is still emerging,
the literature provides insight into consumer spending behavior by mode
choice, property value and rental price information, and land and
redevelopment outcomes. Initial research, from various cities, provides local
Saskatoon businesses with examples of the impact that BRT has had on other
cities. These other cities, where research studies have been conducted, may or
may not be comparable to Saskatoon. Therefore, it should be recognized that
this area of research is still in its infancy and that the generalizability of
research findings across geographic locations must still be tested.

Areas of Future Study
1. Impact of infrastructure construction time on local businesses: The available
literature does not provide examples of construction time for BRT infrastructure
requirements and its short-term effects on local businesses.
2. Mid-sized Canadian research on BRT impact(s) on local businesses: Due to the
limited amount of research available on the economic effects of BRT
implementation and infrastructure on local businesses, particularly for mid-size
cities, Saskatoon is in a unique position to lead the way for quality data collection,
analysis, and dissemination on this topic if a BRT system is implemented in
Saskatoon. Specifically, collecting data from local businesses before and after BRT
implementation can serve as a local economic impact assessment.
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Research limitations and challenges
This flash review was not developed based on a systematic literature review. It
captures the key evidence on business impact but does not claim to provide all
the relevant information on this subject matter. Quality research, from
comparable cities to Saskatoon, on this topic is sparse. Additionally, available
research is often over 10 years old.
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